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RANGE THEOREMS FOR ACCRETIVE 
OPERATORS IN BANACH SPACES

Jong Soo Jung

1, Introduction

Let E be a real Banach space with norm II • II, An operator 厶UE 

XE with domain D(A) and range R(A) is said to be accretive if 

H x.—To II^11 x24-r(y,—v2) II for all Ax,, i = L 2 and r> 0

An accretive operator AuExE is said to be zn-accretive if R(I+ 

XA)—E for all 人〉Q where I is 난比 identity operator.

The following theorem was given by Kartsatos in [3]：

Theorem. A. Let X} X* be uniformly convex. Let T be an m- 

accretive operator with D(T) c이기;a지img zero. Moreover, let

II T(0) \\<r<^inf~\\Tx\\ 
Itxll —8 
xeDi T)

where r is a positive constant. Then, Br(O)={xe E II x II <r}dR(T).

This result of Kartsatos was an extension of Lange's result in case 

that E is a Hilbert space (cf. [3]). In proof of this result, existence 

theorems for ordinary differential equations with accretive mappings 

in Banach spaces were used.

In this paper, we extend Theorem A to more general case by using 

the fixed point property for nonexpansive self-mappings. Our proof 

is simpler than that of [3] on account of using Banach limits.

2. Prelminaries

Let E be a real Banach space and let E오 be its dual. Let U~{x 
eE. II x 11=-?} be the unit sphere of E. The norm of E is said to
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be Gateaux differentiable (and E is said to be smoo나i) if

血」I x+iy 1| 一II x II

I。 t

exists fb호 each x, y e (7. It is said to be uniformly Frechet differentiable 
(and E is said to be uniformly smooth) if this limit is attained uniformly 

for (x, y) in UxU. It is well known that the dual E* of E is uniformly 

convex if and only if the norm of E is uniformly Frechet differentiable.

The value of x*€ E소 at xeE will be denoted by (x, x*). With 

each xeE, we associated the set

x*)=ll x ll2=ll x* II2}.

Using the Hahn-Banach theorem, it is imm^iatdy clea호 that J(x) 

*。for any xeE. The multi-valued operator J: E-・E is called the 

duality mapping of E. It is well known that if E is smooth, then 

J is single valued.

Let K be a subset of E. then we denote by ^(K) the diameter of 

K, A point xe K is a diametral point of K provided

sup{ll x—y II :yeK}=(?(K)

A closed convex subset C of a Banach space E is said to have normal 

structure for each closed bounded convex subset K of C, which contains 

at least two points, there exists an element of K which is not a diametral 

point of K. Banach space E is said to have normal structure if any 

bounded, convex and 이o용ed subset of the space has normal structure. 
All uniformly convex Banach spaces have normal structure. It is also 

known that all uniformly smooth Banach spaces have normal structure, 
(cf. [2, p.45]).

Let C be a closed convex subset of E, Then C is said to have the 

fixed point property for nonexpansive self—mappings if for every non- 

expansive mapping T : C—C, there is a point peC such 사T(p) 
=P- Kirk [4] proved that if £ is a reflexive Banach space and C 

is a bounded closed convex subset of E having normal structure, then 

C has the fixed point property for nonexpansive self-mappings.

The closed convex hull of subset B of E will be denoted by 

시 co(B)
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Recall that an operator AuExE is accretive if and only if for each 

Xi^D(A) and yi G Axi, there exists j ^J(xt—x2) such 나lat

—%，j)M). if A is accretive, we can define, for each positive r, the 

resolvent of A, Jr : R(I+rA)-^D(A) by Jr=(l+rAyx and the Yosida 

approximation of A, Ar: R(I+rA)-^R(A) by Ar—(l/r)(I~Jr), We 

know that Arx e AJrx for every xeR(I+rA) and that II Arx IIW LA이 
for every xe D(A)C\R(I+rA)f where | A시 =inf{ll 財 II £ Ax}(cf. 

[1]). We also know that if D(A) CZ R(I-]-rA) for each r>03 then 

where F(Jr) is the set of fixed points of Jr

Finally, we mention that a Banach limit LIM is a bounded linear 

functional on Z°° of norm 1 such that

lim inf tn <LIM tn 冬 1 血 sup tn n—8 n—cog

and

LIM tn =LIM t戏

for all {"J in Z°°. Let (xn} be a bounded sequence of E. Then we 

can define the real valued continuous convex function。on E by

。(z)=LIMIi xn—z II

for each zE E.

3. Main results

We now prove a theorem which extends Theorem A to more general 

case.

Theorem* Let E be a reflexive Banach space with normal stricture, 

Let AuExE be an m-accretive operator. Assume that for some x0^ D(A) 

and r>0

I Axq\ <r^Km 吋IA시
mu —8
X£D(A)

Then Br(O)^{x e jE : II x II Vr}u」R(A)

The proof of theorem follows from the following Lemma.
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Lemma. Under the assumption of Theorem,

Bu (O)UK(A), where ^=(r— \ Ax0\)/2.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 知=0. 
In fact, we may replace A by given by A^x—A(x+xq) for each 

xe D(A,)=D(A)—Xq. Let p£ B“(0), where “=( 尸一|A 이)/2 

Then since A is m -accretive, there exist (xn, yn) e A such that

Xn+nyn^np or (lln)xn+yn=P, n=l,2,….

We show that {xn} is bounded. For any y0^ AO, since A is accretive, 

there exist jn^J(xh—0')—J(xn) such 나lat

ii p II II jn II>(p, jn)=(yn-y^ jn)+(y^ jJ+tt(吼 jn)

启(％ jn)+ W「” Xn '七

so, it follows that

7T 11 Xn l|2—11P 11 11 in 11一(％，爲)冬(lip ll + ll y0 H)ll Jn II 

and hence

牛 II xn ll^ll p 11+ AO

Assume that 舰_顼 xnfe 11=8 for some subsequence {xnft} of {xn). 

Then

r 冬嗯四 ei < M mf\AxnK\ M linjn/ 
XCDtA^

Thus, for any e >0, there is a positive intege호 N(e) such 나lat

II ynk II Wr— e, for every k>N(e).

Consequently, for any k>N(e)f

r—II p II — £ <11II — II p H^ll ynk~P H=-^- II xnk II
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<11 p ll+|A이

Since e>0 is arbitrary, we have

\A0\ Wr—211 p II >r—2^—\A0\.

This is a contradiction. So, (rn} is bounded, and hence yn—^p.

Now let AqX—Ax—p, for each xeD(A). Then k0 is m—accretive and

R(I+A0)Qc^o(D(AQ))=clco(D(A)).

We also have 나lat (xn, yn—p)^A0. Let C=clco(D(A)). For a Banach 

limit, define。: C—^R by

4 珏任 H ―n n

for each zeC and r=inf{ (z) : ze C }. Then since the function。 
on C is continuous convex,。⑵一>8 as || z II—>8, and E is reflexive, 
there exists veC with ^(v)=r. Let K~ {u^C :^>(v)=r). Then it follows 

that K is nonempty, bounded, closed and convex. Let v^K and J* 

=(/+A0)~\ Then JiA° is a nonexpansive mapping from R(I+AQ) 

to D(A0)=D(A). We also have

LIMII 为一丿f。이I冬LIMII x^JAoxnll+LIMII 為一Ml

WLIM lAoXnl + LIM||Xn —II

<LIM llyn-pll+LIMII Xn-vll

=LIMII xn—i; II.

where | Aqx\ =inf{ll y II e AoXn} Therefore K is invariant under 

Since K has the fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings, 

there exists ueK with Jfo v=v. This implies 0eAop.

Thus we obtain peAv, which proves B"(0)uR(4).

proof of Theorem. Let y e BT(0) and let

M={te [0, I] - tyeR(A)}.

Then by Lemma, 。. We complete the proof of by 아lowing 7 gM. 
Let to=supM、Choose tn^M such that tn<to and MT。, and then take 
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xn^D(A) with tny € Axn. Define A^UEXE by

Anx=A(x+xn)—成y

for any x€D(An)=zD(A)—xn^ Then Oe An0 and

Um inf \Anx\ 启厂T』y II >0.
X€D(An)

In fact, we have

I Anx\ = in/(II z II :zeAnx}=回{IIw—4)II :u)eA(x+xn)}

w II :wg A(x+xn)}—^nll y II

=I AS成)I f II y il

for any xeD(An) and hence

li피 inf [厶血씨 — Hffl mf \A(x~^~-Xn) I —^nll y H
HxH —co iixii -■ 8
X€D(An) X€D(An)

= lim inf \Ax | — 妇1 y II Wr—시I y II.
HxH -*oo 
X€D(A)

By Lemma, Bun(O)<^R(An), where ^n~(r—tn^ y 11)/2

On the other hand, if is close enough to 上，it is possible to select 

n so that

(f—A?)ll y II 冬(r—t冗II y 11)/2

So, from 8"n(0)UR(An), there exists zr^D(An) such that (t—tn)y^ 

AnZn, that is tye Anzn + tny=A.(zn + xn). Hence This implies 

tQ= which proves that BT(O)(ZR(A).

As a direct consequence of Theorem, we have the following interesting 

corollaries,

Cg•시lary 1. Under the assumption of Theorem, if

lim 贝f [A시 =8, 
flxll —8
X€D(4)
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then R(A)~E.

Proof. Br(O)dR(A) for every r>0

Corollary 2. Assume that E is as in Theorem. Let A be an 

m—accretive operator. Assume that for some xoe D(A), Axq and r} 
s>0,

尸冬 mf \Ax-yQ\}
II X- 工시I 纟 s 

XED(X)

切we %| =河{II y~yQ II :ye Ax} Then Br(y0)ClA(Bs(XQ)QD(A)).

Proof. We consider the operator A7x=A(x+xQ) -~yQj for any x 
^D(A,)=^D(A)―Xe Then Az is m-accretive on DCA7) and 0 e Az0.

Moreover,

昭，양"4 서느 盘%I” 씨
X£D（Af）

=inf |4工一外］
tfx-x0IIS5 

XED(4)

> r>| AZO I.

Theorem implies now that Br(0)CZR(A/), which is equivalent to Br(yo) 

CZR(A). Let y e Br(yG) and u^D(A) such that ye Au and assume 

났lat lilt—XqI］그s. Then

r W inf lAx—yQ\ < II y—%(L
ttx-X0U Ms 

X£D(4)

a contradiction to y^Br(yQ). Thus u e Bs(x0) and the proof is complete.
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